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Temptation in Whispers was written at a time when I was deeply committed to the notion of
“abstract poetry”. This was neither simply “sound poetry” nor “concrete poetry”. I was
interested in working with limited vocabularies and permutations. In those days I was
engaged in finding a way of writing in key with innovation going on in other purlieus of art –
Philip Glass’s musicians had stayed in my studio on their first visit to London, and I had
conducted the first British radio interview with John Ashbery. Several times I visited Clark
Coolidge in New Lebanon and often hosted readings by poets associated with the New York
School. My work was contemptuously dismissed by the British poetry establishment, and this
manuscript proved impossible to publish.

Temptation in Whispers

Deep. Dankly deeper. Dankest
dimmest darker. Dimly dark
cold closely. Colder closest
profoundest. Damper profoundly. Damp.
Dull dully. Duller dullest
deep. Dark cold damp
dankly. Dimly closely profoundly.
Damper colder. Darker. Deeper.
Most profound. Closest dimmest dankest.
Dullest duller dully dull.
Profound damply profound. Dampest
close. Coldly. Closer coldest.
Dim darkly dimmer. Darkest
dank deeply danker. Deepest
profound damply. Profoundly deepest.
Darkest. Closer coldly. Close
dim darkly. Dimmer coldest
dampest danker. Deeply dank
deep. Dankly deeper. Dankest.

Attain regret. Demonstrate. Samovar. Deduct tact. Handkerchief. Demonstrate. Collate
deduct. Berate tact. Marzipan. Debate gales. Overcoat. Gales. Deduce results. Sympathy.
Overcoat. Right reduce. Retire results. Sympathy. Begin begun. Handicap. Attain. Refract
latch. Manchester. Marigold. Panache refract. Achieve latch. Camouflage. Attack damn.
Samovar. Debate. Elect events. Celery. Handicap. Damn elect. Attack events.
Handkerchief. Achieve panache. Marzipan. Regret. Mistake cake. Marigold. Celery. Begun
mistake. Begin cake. Decency.
You don’t but we. Attain decency. Together and why shouldn’t. Regret. More deeply than
anyone. Collate demonstrate. Feigning dislike of them. Berate. Else ever could manage.
Samovar. What you stipulated we. Manchester. The most horrid things. Deduct
camouflage. Worse than to rescind. Tact. Leaving myself is like. Right handkerchief. To
dirty yourself you. Retire. A nightmare you are. Demonstrate. Slaves perhaps should
learn. Decency. The essence of that. Collate cake. Themselves the excuses of. Deduct
mistake. Both of us imprison. Berate regret. Continue to bestow upon. Tact. Me on the
surface. Marzipan. That liberated beings should. Marzipan. You know you’re ice. Panache
debate. How could you do. Gales achieve. How you hate it. Overcoat. On us by yours.
Handkerchief. That someone should dare. Gales. What has been imposed. Events deduce.
Be anything but that. Attack results. To make up for. Elect sympathy. Not the fiddly bits.
Damn. That ours have had. Overcoat. The thing started itself. Handicap. Been to play
dirty. Right celery. Nobody should dare be. Reduce. Our reply has always. Events retire.
That would make you. Elect results. No honour to that. Debate. What if it wouldn’t.
Sympathy. Under none have I. Samovar. Difference said to you. Begin damn. Without
conditions leaving us. Begun attack. Asked us ever again. Handicap. Originally made the
offer. Camouflage. Continued for terms under. Attain. For you after all. Latch refract. To
do so you. Achieve latch. For you to wish. Refract Manchester. Nevertheless last night
might. Panache. What an unfair play. Marigold. Flag it at last. Marigold. With another
extraordinary situation. Panache Manchester. So that you suggested. Refract. Never will
ever again. Latch achieve. Be stated without repercussion. Refract latch. The morning
that you. Attain. She do it with. Camouflage. Each other’s promise of. Handicap. Her

when next she. Attack begun. Our agreeing to remain. Damn begin. Decides to visit us.
Samovar. This in return for. Sympathy.
In return for this. Decides us to visit. To remain our agreeing. Her when she next. Promise
of each other’s. She do with it. You that the morning. Be without repercussion stated.
Never will again ever. So you suggested that. Another situation with extraordinary. At
least flag it. What play an unfair. Night might last nevertheless. To wish for you. To do
you so. For all after you. For terms continued under. The offer originally made. Asked us
ever again.
Debate. Results elect. Events retire. Celery.
Without conditions leaving us. Difference said to you. Under none have I. And as gently
when the like. What if it wouldn’t. No honour to that. That would make you. If as ever
over reflects under. Our reply has always. Nobody should dare be. Been to play dirty.
This beside the sheet of the. The thing started itself. That ours have had. Not the fiddly
bits. Along the way this and that. To make up for. Be anything but that. What has been
imposed. And if under the surface of.
Reduce handicap. Right.
Like in surfaces under here and there. Should someone dare that.
By us on yours. Over the quiet here less than ever. You hate it how. You could do how.
Ever and out for nothing or less. You’re ice you know. Should beings that liberated. And
along the floats of the nothing.
Damn overcoat.
Than ever when along the hush of floats. Where ever the less in hush when quietly. Me
on the surface. Where is when just as simple as ever. Just like as and the as when gently.

Continue to bestow upon. Under if reflects when as over the ever. The this of beside
sheet reflects the under. Both of us imprison. That along and beside the this this way. Of
along and the surface if the under. Themselves the excuses of. There like the surface and
in here surfaces. Ever in here over than the less quiet. The essence of that. Less and less
or out in nothing for. The nothing and less of along floats the. Slaves perhaps should
learn. Of than the hush ever floats the when. When quietly where when the hush in less.
A nightmare you are. Ever is quietly as where just simple as. Gently like as is when and
as the. To dirty yourself you. Ever as under as over if as reflects.
Leaving is like myself. Ever the under the sheet this beside of over. Beside the way that
this along the sheet and. Under this way of that the and if surface. Worse to rescind than.
Surfaces surface there and here like under in and. Quiet ever less over there the surfaces
than here. For less than nothing and ever out or quiet. Horrid things the most. The
nothing quiet the floats and along of ever. When of along the floats than the ever hush.
Less floats quietly when in where the hush when. You what we stipulated. The hush as
ever simple is just as quietly. As the gently as simple as like and when. Reflects the gently
as ever as under if over.
Else ever could manage. Feigning dislike of them. More deeply than anyone.
Of the gently ever beside as the under this sheet. And the way the sheet beside that
along this gently. And the surface under if along that of and the. And the surfaces and in
there if like along here. Than surfaces and quiet in the ever and over less. Or less for out
less than in quiet and nothing. Of less the nothing along less the quiet and floats. Hush
floats along when ever of less than the quiet. When less quiet the hush quietly when
where in ever. As quietly as quiet just when ever is ever simple. As when the simple and
gently is just like as. And over reflects as if ever the under as is.
Shouldn’t together and why. But you we don’t.

The sheet of this reflects the under as the ever beside. Beside this and under this along
way that reflects the sheet. The under surface and the under of that sheet if this. Under
here the surface and this like surfaces there in under. Less than over the quiet ever the
surfaces here and there. Here nothing or less and ever over for less than out. Nothing
floats less than of here and the less the along. The less the hush floats than when and
of ever along. Ever in when where the hush floats less than quietly the. When in where
simple as less is as ever just quietly. As simple is when like the gently where and when
ever. As over the under reflects ever if when is as simple.
If beside as sheet ever the over of reflects the under this. You and me and you. This the
beside this the that sheet and of way the along. Me you and you and. Along if the the
way of this surface and under that and. You you and me and. And in if here under there
the and surface surfaces of like. You and you and me. Like the in less surfaces ever here
than and quiet there over. Me and you you and. Over out the nothing quiet less less or
than for ever and. Me and you and you. And along out floats for the nothing of or the
less and. And you you and me. And ever along the the of floats hush of when the than.
And me and you you. Than the ever in when quietly the when hush less of where. You
me and you and. Where just the simple less ever in as when as quietly is.

Cooperative her taste
and his valour.
She supplies the roses
instead of him.
Her marzipan provisions.
Him and his dirt.
Sit him down to table.
Do it with him.
You me and him tuning up
him and his.
He takes the cake.
He does eat.
Smell the tamarisk in his hand.
While in touch with her
and his provisions
hand her up
your sapling to camouflage his mouth.
Never never let her gun.
Wash your hands before her feeling
Me and her willingness.
Stuff her shirt.
Never salute her flag in camouflage.
Under her cape
and over you was she not in uniform?

Her doing this where we were then but what are we now that we wouldn’t do it either.
Plunge. Either her doing this where we were then but what are we now that we wouldn’t
do. Surface waving. Doing this where we were then but what are we now that we wouldn’t
do either. The cold overcoat. Either doing this where we were then but what are we now
that we wouldn’t. As a danker mistake. This where we were then but what are we now
that we wouldn’t either. Dark tact whispers the aqueduct. Either this where we were then
but what are we now that we. The potato fires the mentality dankest. Where we were
then but what are we now that we either. Temptation glimmers deepest in the quiet
sheet. Either where we were then but what are we now that. Carrying the envelope
contained deeply burns the handkerchief. We were then but what are we now that either.
The plunge dazzles the cataracts as they tumble down. Either we were then but what are
we now. Tamarisk blossom as a darker debate generates the darkest splash. Were then
but what are we now either. The admirable splash around the surface and the receptive
dank marzipan. Either were then but what are we. Dully the twenty-two weakens
Manchester as a duller marigold dazzles oblations dullest. Then but what are we either.
As the samovar steams a deeper handkerchief excites damp fountains of heavenly delight.
Either but what are. The temptation reflects in whispers around the splash as a dimmer
panache of waving. What are we either. The ambidextrous cataracts as they tumble deep
down the samovar warms revelations deeply unfolding regret. Either what are. Around
charity received splash the dull latch and latch the admirable as a damper handicap dries.
Are either. Dampest mentality around the potato coldly fatigues debate as a colder
handkerchief excites the dim fountains. Either. As a profounder camouflage the samovar
shimmers most profound steams and the tamarisk strengthens closest the profound
plunge blossom.

Listen to that
stuff the smell
look over there
there the look
that you listen
to the taste
there the feel
that stuff there
to listen to
smell the stuff
feel me there
smell the smell
feel the smell
that the look
can taste there
feel the thing
there smell that
taste the stuff
you can feel
the taste there
feel you listen
can that feel?

Touch your toes and tuck your shirt in. Revelations twenty-two seventeen. Don’t speak
with your mouth full unless spoken to. Better charity in misfortune than zest for modesty.
Cross your heart and point to heaven. Did you develop that list while rounding the cape.
Never salute the flap when not in uniform. Revelations seven nine. Wash your hands
before sitting down to table. Valour in politeness makes for hope in temptation. One
potato two potato three potato four. When you found the old salt was he ranting and
roaring. Never never let your gun pointed be at anyone. Revelations two ten. Up and
down instead of side to side. Prudence in virtue before willingness to oblige. Put your
hand up first. What is a lanyard and who cares.
Is it running. If the tuning needs a meeting. As we’re rating off the rounding at one
sounding. In the bounding as if sapling at a spanking with your raining.
Be cross at. Temptation if anyone. Cooperative fare for. Heaven mouth in. A daily zest.
And when in. For modesty first. Your valour speak. Tuning in at. The home makes. Nine
point seven. For charity in. A wavy raining. As your hope. Cares to develop. With colonial
politeness. List the supplies. Don’t put up. And the provisions. Toes the line. Rounding
the cape. Unless the sapling. In seventeen twenty-two. Cooperative rating off. Spoken as
if. Never let that. Uniform supplies never. With your rating. Salute when running. Table
daily roaring. The wavy flag. Bounding in to. While in touch. Than two and. Did you hand.
Sounding better off. Up the shirt. He you found. We’re to list. Ranting old salt. A full
mouth. Not spanking the. Needs a spanking. One misfortune was. To oblige virtue. It is
raining. At twenty-two your. Speak colonial if. Side line is. Provisions and don’t. Running
point to. Home with your. Point and willingness. Before sitting down. To develop heart.
Of meeting hands. Tuck in to. At ten instead. One full potato. Heaven wash revelations.
Rounding potato two. In one wavy. And rounding potato. And bounding misfortune. Three
and four. Revelations cross revelations. Never than before. Heart to down. Your pointed
modesty. prudence needs the. Did that zest. Sounding charity your. For gun fare. At a
better. Touch your revelations. Meeting a sapling. Who and what. With your seventeen.

Is a rounding. At the side. The cape while. Tuck it in. The lanyard in. Touch your shirt.
Your toes care. If your toes.
In the running as if tuning at a meeting with your rating. Home and Colonial provisions.
As we’re rounding off the sounding at one bounding. Daily Fare Cooperative. If the sapling
needs a spanking. Wavy line supplies. Is it raining.
If your toes. Touch your shirt. Tuck it in. At the side. With your seventeen. Meeting a
sapling. At a better. Sounding charity your. Prudence needs the. Heart to down.
Revelations cross revelations. And bounding misfortune. In one wavy. Heaven wash
revelations. At ten instead. Of meeting hands. Before sitting down. Home with
your. Provisions and don’t. Speak colonial if. It is raining. One misfortune was. Not
spanking the. Ranting old salt. He you found. Sounding better off. Than two and.
Bounding in to. Table daily roaring. With your rating. Never let that. Cooperative
rating off. Unless the sapling. Toes the line. Don’t put up. With colonial politeness. As
your hope. For charity in. The home makes. Your valour speak. And when in. Heaven
mouth in. Temptation if anyone. Be cross at. Cooperative fare and. A daily zest. For
modesty first. Tuning in at. Nine point seven. A wavy raining. Cares to develop. List
the supplies.

And

the provisions. Rounding the cape. In seventeen twenty-two.

Spoken as if. Uniform supplies never. Salute when running. The wavy flag. While in
touch. Did you hand. Up the shirt. We’re to list. A full mouth. Needs a spanking. To
oblige virtue. At twenty-two your. Side line is. Running point to. Point and willingness. To
develop heart. Tuck in to. One full potato. Rounding potato two. And rounding potato.
Three and four. Never than before. Your pointed modesty. Did that zest. For gun
fare. Touch your revelations. Who and what. Is a rounding. The cape while. The
lanyard in. Your toes cares.
Wavy Line supplies home and colonial provisions daily. Fare cooperative.

Touch your toes and who cares. Revelations twenty-two ten. Don’t speak with your hand
up first. Better charity in misfortune than willingness to oblige. Cross your heart instead
of side to side.
Did you develop that list while rounding at anyone. Never salute the flag when ranting
and roaring. Revelations nine seven. Wash your hands before potato three potato four.
Temptation in hope makes for politeness in valour. One potato two sitting down to table.
When you found the old salt was he not in uniform. Never never let your gun pointed be
the cape. Revelations two seventeen. Up and down and point to heaven. Prudence in
virtue before zest for modesty. Put your mouth full unless spoken to. And tuck your shirt
in what is a lanyard.

You shouldn’t. Don’t.
But we.
Why?
And more together.
Deeply them than anyone.
Dislike.
Else feigning ever.
Could we?
Stipulated.
Manage you the what?
Most horrid.
Things to rescind.
Than worse.
Leaving you myself.
You yourself.
Is like dirty.
To a nightmare.
Learn you.
The essence should.
That perhaps.
Are both.
Slaves of us.
Excuses.
Imprison the me themselves.
On the surface.
You upon yourself.
To bestow.

Ice. Continue.
Such beings should.
How?
Liberated are you?
Hate it so.
That.
That someone.
Should too.
Dare you?
How could you be?
Anything.
But yours.
Always on at us at that.
Not imposed.
The bits gone.

He exclaimed. You called as you sent the ring skimming across the space between you.
A voice was heard. She laughed as she leapt in the air one finger stretched to intercept
it. Nodding I shifted my position so as to widen the opening. Who spoke. I began as the
ring landed. You pointed out. He said arching himself as it sped away. Smiling he pulled
them down while she seemed to doze. She groaned. We explained watching the ring sail
towards you. He murmured. I shouted diving for it. Giggling they straddled me before I
had time to recover my senses. You sighed. He grunted staring morosely at the ring.
What was said. You asked wondering who to throw it to next. Whispering the thing would
tease us in a mood of playful reproach. He mouthed. You said signalling for the ring to
be sent your way. They asked. I exclaimed as it evaded my fingers. Shouting she could
be heard from the hills above. Who’s crying. He enquired picking up the ring. You don’t
say. She retorted as he flipped it towards her. Calling to remind them that dinner was
about to be served. He gasped. You remembered as the ring floated down to her. We
guessed. He yelled as it came back to him. Agreeing I should pass my hand into the
opening. I thought so. You exclaimed as the ring sailed above your head. Who said. They
wondered as she ran to find it. Someone was saying while we pulled them into the shade.
You sobbed. I suggested catching the ring on my finger. Who told you. He demanded
running for it as it spun beyond his reach. And laughing they jumped into the somewhat
overcrowded situation the pool inspired. Why ask. She sniffed waiting for him to return
the ring. You whispered. I remarked as it landed on her finger. Insisting on it until she
realised how intensely I was staring back.

Either
or
either
or
either
or
either
or
either
or
either

You and you and me. Me and me you and. And you and you me. Me. You me you and
you. Me and you to part. Part to part to place. And you. Place to place the dazzles. Dazzles
the dazzles and me. Me and me to belly. You and me. Belly to belly of roses. Rose of
roses and you. You and you of plunges. Me you and me. Plunge of plunges and listen.
Listen and listen samovar. Samovar samovar in camouflage. Me and you your legs.
Camouflage in camouflage and me. Me and me the stuff. Stuff the stuff and over. Me you
and part to place. Under and over deeply. Deeply deeply and here. There and here the
taste. Do you open air and you hiding. Taste the taste you and. And you and to place.
Place to place unbuttoned. And you and you be the you you. Button unbuttoned to part.
Part to part of roses. Rose of roses the dazzles. You play you myself if you dirty me
decently. Dazzles the dazzles and you. You and you in camouflage. Camouflage in
camouflage the feeling. Me and listen that stuff there you and. Feel the feeling and again.
Again and again of plunges. Plunge of plunges and you. Me there you me and you feel.
You and you marzipan. Marzipan marzipan and me. Me and me and under. Me me and
you you and. Over and under and over. Under and over and you. You and you and me.
And me and you and. Me and me you and. And you me and me. Me and you and you.
Me and you you. You and over and under. Over and under and over. Under and me and
me. Button you you. Me and marzipan marzipan. Marzipan you and you. You and plunges
of plunge. Taste the. Plunges of again and again. Again and feeling the feel. Feeling the
camouflage in camouflage. You. Camouflage in you and you. You and dazzles the dazzles.
Dazzles the roses of rose. Under you. Roses of part to part. Part to unbuttoned button.
Unbuttoned place to place. Smell to me. Place to and you and. And you taste the taste.
Taste the here and there. Me and you and. Here and deeply deeply. Deeply over and
under. Over and stuff the stuff. You and you and me. Stuff the me and me. Me and
camouflage in camouflage. Camouflage in samovar samovar. And you me you and you.
Samovar listen and listen. Listen and plunges of plunge. Plunges of you and you. You the
taste there and you feel. You and roses of rose. Roses of belly to belly. Belly to me and
me. To listen with decency and to taste you. Me and dazzles the dazzles. Dazzles the
place to place. Place to part to part. And you and you there the look the you. Part to you
and me. You and you me you. Me you and you and. Feel under and smell the hem and

me. And you me and me. Me and you and you. You and you and you. Feel you deeply
you button and you. And you and you me. Me and me you and. Me and you to part. And
me and me you you. You me you and you. Place to place the dazzles. Part to part to
place. And me and you you. Me and me to belly. Dazzles the dazzles and me. Rose of
roses and you. And me and me. Belly to belly of roses. Plunge of plunges and listen. You
and you of plunges. There me there. Samovar samovar in camouflage. Listen and listen
samovar. Me and me the stuff. And the. Camouflage in camouflage and me. Under and
over deeply. Stuff the stuff and over. And. There and here the taste. Deeply deeply and
here. And you and to place. The smell. Taste the taste you and. Button unbuttoned to
part. Place to place unbuttoned. And you and. Rose of roses the dazzles. Part to part of
roses. You and you in camouflage. Me and the you. Dazzles the dazzles and you. Feel the
feeling and again. Camouflage in camouflage the feeling. Deeply you button and listen.
Plunge of plunges and you. Again and again of plunges. Marzipan marzipan and me. You
part to part and me. You and you marzipan. Over and under and over. Me and me and
under. You and you apart to me and. You and you and me. Under and over and you. Me
and me you and. You you and me and you you and. And me me and me. You and under
and over. And you you and you. Me and you me you and you you and. And me me and
me. And under over and under. And over you and you. Me and you me and you you and.
Marzipan marzipan marzipan. And me again and again. Of plunges plunge of plunges. Me
me you and you you and. And you camouflage in camouflage. The feeling feel the feeling.
And again dazzles the dazzles. Me and you to me and. And you you and you. In
camouflage part to part. Of roses rose of roses. Place your place over part. The dazzles
place to place. Unbuttoned button unbuttoned. To part taste the taste. Me to look at. You
and and you and. To place deeply deeply. And here there and here. Me and our. The
taste stuff the stuff. And over under and over. Deeply camouflage in camouflage. And
feel. And me me and me. The stuff listen and listen. Samovar samovar samovar. Look.
In camouflage you and you. Of plunges plunge of plunges. And listen belly to belly.

That all this here all that
this here here that this all
that that all all here this
all that here this here this
this that here that all all
this this that all here here
all this all that that here
here all this this that here
here all that this that all
here this all here this that
all here that all this that
that here this here all this.
This all here this here that
that all here this all that
that this here all this here
that this all that here all
here that this this all here
all that this that all here
here here all that this this
here that that all this all
this here this here that all
all all that here that this
all this that here here this
this here all all that that.

Do. The thing started itself. Kiss us for. When you went away but. Trying to be. Both of
us imprison. All we were. The offer originally made. Together and why shouldn’t. Without
conditions leaving us. You hate it how. Another situation with extraordinary. The essence
of that. Zest for plunges. Night might last nevertheless. For how could we promise. When
they wrench her like that.
What if it wouldn’t. What. What if it wouldn’t. Let you explain that. To dirty yourself you.
Dirty me there. More deeply than anyone. Damn. Dirty me at ten instead. No honour to
that.
She do it with. So you suggested that. ‘What has been imposed. She do it with. On us by
yours. Her when next she. To make up for. Decides to visit us. How you hate it. In return
for this. Unless what. Politeness in taste. You. How could you do. Trying to be. Without
conditions leaving us. As we asked for. The most horrid things.
You. Trying to be. As we asked for. The morning that you. Originally made the offer. This
in return for. Our agreeing to remain. All we were.
All we were. When I wrench it like that. Together and why shouldn’t. Nobody should dare
be. You hate it how. What has been imposed. The essence of that. Let us explain that.
Night might last nevertheless. With another extraordinary situation. When they wrench
her like that. Between you. What if it wouldn’t. The thing started itself. What. When you
went away but. What if it wouldn’t. Both of us imprison. Let you explain that. The offer
originally made. To dirty yourself you.
Without conditions leaving us. Another situation with extraordinary. Zest for plunges. For
how could we promise. She do it with. What has been imposed. On us by yours. To make
up for. How you hate it. Unless what.

Do. Kiss us for. Trying to be. All we were. Together and why shouldn’t. You hate it how.
The essence of that. Night might last nevertheless. When they wrench her like that.
The morning that you. What if it wouldn’t. Originally made the offer. What. This in return
for. What if it wouldn’t. Our agreeing to remain. Let you explain that. All we were. To
dirty yourself you. When I wrench it like that. Dirty me there. Nobody should dare be.
More deeply than anyone. What has been imposed. Damn. Let us explain that. Dirty me
at ten instead. With another extraordinary situation. No honour to that. Between you.
So you suggested that. She do it with. Her when next she. Decides to visit us. In return
for this. Politeness in taste. How could you do. Without conditions leaving us. The most
horrid things.
You. Dirty me there. Trying to be. More deeply than anyone. As we asked for. Damn. The
morning that you. Dirty me at ten instead. Originally made the offer. No honour to that.
This in return for. So you suggested that. Our agreeing to remain. She do it with. All we
were.
When I wrench it like that. Nobody should dare be. What has been imposed. Let us
explain that. With another extraordinary situation. Between you. The thing started itself.
When you went away but. Both of us imprison. The offer originally made.
Her when next she. Without conditions leaving us. Decides to visit us. Another situation
with extraordinary. In return for this. Zest for plunges. Politeness in taste. For how could
we promise. How could you do. She do it with. Without conditions leaving us. What has
been imposed. The most horrid things. On us by yours. Do. To make up for. Kiss us for.
How you hate it. Trying to be. Unless what.

What are we
going to do
I’m so bruised
agree to what
you were abroad.
Trying to be
you can’t anymore
when I wrench
off the hand
and the rest.
Saying I was
as you’d been
back to her
but you went
how could you.
Especially knowing I
did it with him
and her you explain
that academic
rubbish while
later you asked
with a kiss
you left but
where we were
said I wouldn’t.

You between the
two of me
all I utter
taking it so
going to sleep.
And like that
with you pleading
violently to be
and him saying
stoppit stoppit stoppit.
Both of you
kiss me away
promise never to
do another again
carry out your
own research ok.
I didn’t care
in the way
you do for
me for them.

Cake excites Marigold.
Ambidextrous. The samovar reflects tact as a handkerchief glimmers. The quiet sheet.
The tact warms marzipan as a debate generates. Splash around excites plunge. The
overcoat burns sympathy as an overcoat smears. The splash surface. The right fatigues
sympathy as a handicap dries. The around around splash. The latch heats Manchester as
a marigold dazzles. The dazzles plunge. The panache weakens latch as a camouflage
shimmers. Reflects around the splash. The samovar scours debate as a celery
strengthens. The plunge excites. The handicap desiccates handkerchief as a panache
tans. Splash around the surface. The marzipan sinks regret as a mistake fires. The plunge
reflects. Sympathy.
Ambidextrous deep samovar deeply warms regret as a deeper handkerchief. Glimmers
deepest the quiet. Sheet dark tact darkly burns handkerchief as a darker debate.
Generates darkest splash around excites. Plunge cold overcoat coldly fatigues debate as
a colder overcoat. Smears coldest the splash. Surface damp right damply heats latch as
a damper handicap. Dries dampest the around around. Splash dull latch dully weakens
Manchester as a duller marigold. Dazzles dullest the dazzles. Plunge profound panache
profoundly scours sympathy as a more profound camouflage. Shimmers profoundest
reflects around the. Splash close samovar closely desiccates sympathy as a closer celery.
Strengthens closest the plunge. Excites dim handicap dimly sinks marzipan as a dimmer
panache. Tans dimmest splash around the. Surface dank marzipan danklv reflects tact as
a danker mistake. Fires dankest the plunge. Reflects. Sympathy.
Ambidextrous the samovar. That burns tact as a handkerchief glimmers the quiet. Sheet
the tact that fatigues. Marzipan as a debate generates splash around excites. Plunge the
overcoat. That heats sympathy as an overcoat smears the splash. Surface the right that
weakens. Sympathy as a handicap dries the around around. Splash the latch. That scours
Manchester as a marigold dazzles the dazzles. Plunge the panache that desiccates. Latch
as a camouflage shimmers reflects around the. Splash the samovar. That sinks debate as

a celery strengthens the plunge. Excites the handicap that reflects. Handkerchief as a
panache tans splash around the. Surface the marzipan. That warms. Regret. As a mistake
fires the plunge reflects sympathy.
Ambidextrous deep samovar dankly fatigues regret as a deeper handkerchief. Glimmers
dankest quiet sheet. Dark tact dimly heats handkerchief as a darker debate generates.
Dimmest splash excites. Plunge cold overcoat closely weakens debate as a colder
overcoat. Smears closest splash surface. Damp right profoundly scours latch as a damper
handicap dries. Profoundest around around. Splash dull latch dully desiccates Manchester
as a duller marigold. Dazzles dullest dazzles plunge. Profound panache damply sinks
sympathy as a profounder camouflage shimmers. Dampest reflects around. Splash close
samovar coldly reflects sympathy as a closer celery. Strengthens coldest plunge excites.
Dim handicap darkly warms marzipan as a dimmer panache tans. Darkest splash around.
Surface. Dank. Marzipan deeply burns tact as a danker mistake fires deepest. Plunge
reflects sympathy.
Ambidextrous the samovar that heats. Tact as a handkerchief glimmers the quiet sheet.
Here the tact that weakens. Marzipan as a debate generates splash around excites.
Plunge here the overcoat that scours. Sympathy as an overcoat smears the splash
surface. Here the right that desiccates. Sympathy as a handicap dries the around around.
Splash here the latch that sinks. Manchester as a marigold dazzles the dazzles plunge.
Here the panache that reflects. Latch as a camouflage shimmers reflects around the.
Splash here the samovar that warms. Debate as a celery strengthens the plunge excites.
Here the handicap that burns. Handkerchief. As. A panache tans splash around the
surface here the. Marzipan that fatigues regret. As a mistake fires the plunge reflects
here sympathy.
Ambidextrous deep samovar dankly weakens regret a deeper handkerchief. Glimmers
profoundest quiet. Sheet dark tact dimly scours handkerchief a darker debate. Generates
closest splash excites. Plunge cold overcoat closely desiccates debate a colder overcoat.

Smears dimmest splash. Surface damp right profoundly sinks latch a damper handicap.
Dries dankest around around. Splash dull latch dully reflects Manchester a duller marigold.
Dazzles dullest dazzles. Plunge profound panache damply warms sympathy a profounder
camouflage. Shimmers deepest reflects around. Splash close samovar coldly burns
sympathy a closer celery. Strengthens darkest plunge. Excites. Dim. Handicap darkly
fatigues marzipan a dimmer panache tans coldest. Splash around surface. Dank marzipan
deeply heats tact a danker mistake fires. Dampest plunge reflects sympathy.
Ambidextrous the samovar. That scours this tact as a handkerchief glimmers the quiet.
Sheet here the tact that desiccates. This marzipan as a debate generates splash around
excites. Plunge here the overcoat. That sinks this sympathy as an overcoat smears the
splash. Surface here the right that reflects. This sympathy as a handicap dries the around
around. Splash here the latch. That warms this Manchester as a marigold dazzles the
dazzles. Plunge here the panache that burns. This latch as a camouflage shimmers
reflects around the. Splash here the samovar. That fatigues. This debate. As a celery
strengthens the plunge excites here the. Handicap that heats this handkerchief. As a
panache tans splash around the surface here. The marzipan that weakens this regret. As
a mistake fires the plunge here reflects sympathy.
Ambidextrous deep samovar dankly desiccates regret damper handkerchief. Glimmers
profoundest quiet sheet. Dark tact dimly sinks handkerchief colder debate generates.
Closest splash excites. Plunge cold overcoat closely reflects debate darker overcoat.
Smears dimmest splash surface. Damp right profoundly warms latch deeper handicap
dries. Dankest around around. Splash dull latch dully burns Manchester duller marigold.
Dazzles dullest dazzles plunge. Profound panache damply fatigues sympathy danker
camouflage shimmers. Deepest reflects around. Splash. Close. Samovar coldly heats
sympathy dimmer celery strengthens darkest. Plunge excites dim. Handicap darkly
weakens marzipan closer panache tans coldest. Splash around surface dank. Marzipan
deeply scours tact profounder mistake fires dampest. Plunge reflects sympathy.

Ambidextrous the samovar that sinks. All this tact as a handkerchief glimmers the quiet
sheet. Here the tact that reflects. All this marzipan as a debate generates splash around
excites. Plunge here the overcoat that warms. All this sympathy as an overcoat smears
the splash surface. Here the right that burns. All this sympathy as a handicap dries the
around around. Splash here the latch that fatigues. All this Manchester as a marigold
dazzles the dazzles plunge. Here the panache that heats. All this latch. As. A camouflage
shimmers reflects around the splash here the. Samovar that weakens all this debate. As
a celery strengthens the plunge excites here the. Handicap that scours all this
handkerchief as. A panache tans splash around the surface here the. Marzipan that
desiccates all this regret. As a mistake fires the plunge reflects here sympathy.
Dank sinks.

Tuning rings
unfolding
simple sounding rings.
Rounding rings.
Sounding rings
carrying
gently grounding rings.
Bounding rings
Raining rings waving
ever ending rings.

Put your place over the part. Touch touch touch touch. And you twenty-two ten. Up and
down and me and under. Place to place tuck your shirt in. Up and down unbuttoned. Me
and you with your hand up first. Stretch stretch. Revelations under and over. Part twentytwo seventeen. Here and there the feeling. Feel instead of side to side. Up up up.
Revelations feeling and again. You and you seven nine. Under and over. And me again
nine seven. Dazzles the revelations. Under and over at anyone. And apart. Did you
develop me and me. And me me and two seventeen. Touch your toes to part. Stuff the
stuff two ten. Cross your heart and listen. Deeply. You and you point to heaven. Where
you are. Unbuttoned while in touch. There and here instead of side to side. Up and down
and up. Touch your revelations. Reduce. There the feel. Unbuttoned the smell of plunges.
Point and part and place to side. And me and sitting down. Up and over. Here and deeply
deeply deeply . You and your hand up first. Touch your toes and belly to belly. Down
down down down down. And me and the revelations. Belly to table feel the spanking.
Daily over deeply. The part put your place over. Over deeply daily. Touch touch touch
touch. And to the other side. Twenty-two ten and you. Your first unbuttoned touch.
Revelations up the toes. Me and under up and down and. Down down down down down.
Tuck your shirt in place to place. To belly and touch your toes and belly. Unbuttoned up
and down. And your hand up first you. Deeply deeply here and deeply. Stretch stretch.
Over and up. Down and me and sitting. Seventeen part twenty-two. And place to side
point and part. The feeling here and there. Feel the belly button stretch. Instead of side
to side feel. The feel there. Up up up. And again revelations feeling. Your revelations
touch. Nine you and you seven. And up up and down. Over and under. Seven and me
again nine. While in touch unbuttoned. The revelations dazzles. You are where. And you
point to heaven you. Apart and. Deeply. And me did you develop me. And listen cross
your heart. Seventeen and me me and two.

You
can’t
do
it.
It
does
to
me.

Heavenly up waves down anchor up the flag down. Down anyone up tuning down rings
up unfolding down rounding up rings down charity up in uniform down. Down never up
tamarisk down salt up wash down the home up. Up before down sounding up rings down
carrying up bounding down rings up modesty down in colonial up. Up when down
admirable up fare down handkerchief up the gun down. Down better up raining down
rings up waving down cataracts up in prudence down. Down than up old down potato.
Whose crying. You. He enquired picking up the ring. You don’t say. Going to. She retorted
as he flipped it towards her. Calling to remind them dinner was about to be served. Unless
what. He gasped. You remembered as the ring floated down to her. Trying to be. We
guessed. He yelled as it came back to him. All we were. Agreeing that I should pass my
hand into the opening. I thought so. Kiss us for. You exclaimed as the ring sailed above
your head. As we asked for. Who said. They wondered as she ran to find it. Let us explain
that. Someone was saying while we pulled them into the shade. You sobbed. Okay me
and our. I suggested catching the ring on my finger. Who told you. While that academic
rubbish. He demanded running for it as it spun beyond his reach. And laughing they
jumped into the somewhat overcrowded situation the pool inspired. They’re back both of
them. Why ask. She sniffed waiting for him to return the ring. Knowing they never do
another. You whispered. I remarked as it landed on her finger. For how could we promise.
Insisting on it until she realised how intensely I was staring back. Carry her out with
whose. They asked. You said signalling for the ring to be sent your way. To be the rest
and better. He mouthed. I exclaimed as it evaded my fingers. And you left saying you
were me. Shouting she could be heard from the hills above. You sighed. Him with the
hand up pleading. He grunted staring morosely at the ring. What was said. Stoppit stoppit
as we were before. You asked wondering who to throw it to next. Whispering the thing
would tease us in a mood of playful reproach. When they wrench her like that. He
murmured. We explained watching the ring sail towards you, Are you but where you
were. Giggling they straddled me before I had time to recover my senses.

Heavenly waves anchor the flag. Anyone tuning rings unfolding rounding rings charity in
uniform. Never tamarisk salt wash the home. Before sounding rings carrying bounding
rings modesty in colonial. When admirable fare handkerchief the gun. Better raining rings
waving cataracts in prudence. Than old potato.
Do. Between you. Going to sleep. Kiss them for me. To okay him and her. Put her back
both of you. Where we were but what are we. When I wrench it like that. When you went
away but. Let you explain that. All you were. Unless what. Do. Between you. Trying to
be. As you asked for. Carry it out with your. Stoppit stoppit as you were before. Are we
what we were but where. Do. Unless what. Going to sleep. While that academic rubbish.
Knowing I never do another. And he left saying I was him. But we were where what are
we. You with the hand up pleading. For how could you promise. Kiss them for me. All
you were. Between you. Do. We but

are we what were where. To be the rest and

better. To okay him and her. Let you explain that. Trying to be. Unless what. Do. Do.
Between you. Going to sleep. As you asked for. When you went away but. Put her back
both of you. We are what but where we were. Were we we are what but where. When I
wrench it like that. Carry it out with your. While that academic rubbish. All you were.
Unless what. Do. But what were we where we are. Do. Stoppit stoppit as you were before.
Between you. For how could you promise. Trying to be. Kiss them for me. Going to sleep.
Knowing I never do another. Unless what. You with the hand up pleading. Do. But we
are where what we were. Do. Where we were but what we are. Between you. And he
left saying I was him. All you were. To okay him and her. Let you explain that. When you
went away but. Trying to be. To be the rest and better. Unless what. We are where we
were but what. Do.
Heavenly down waves up and down the flag up. Up and down tuning up rings down
unfolding up rounding down rings up and down in uniform up. Up and down tamarisk up
salt down and up the home down. Down and up sounding down rings up carrying down
bounding up rings down and up in colonial down. Down and up admirable down fare up

and down the gun up. Up and down raining up rings down waving up and down in
prudence up. Up and down old up potato.
But are we where we were what. We but we are what were where. Where were what are
we but we. What we were we are but where. But are we where what we were. Are we
what but were we where. What where were we but we are.
Heavenly waves the flag. Tuning rings unfolding rounding rings in uniform. Tamarisk salt
the home. Sounding rings carrying bounding rings in colonial. Admirable fare the gun.
Raining rings waving in prudence. Old potato.
You. Unless what. All we were. Let us explain that.
Heavenly up waves down and up down. Down and up tuning down rings up unfolding
down rounding up rings down and up down. Down and up tamarisk down salt up and
down up. Up and down sounding up rings down carrying up bounding down rings up and
down up. Up and down admirable up fare down and up down. Down and up raining down
rings up waving down and up down. Down and up old down potato.
Kiss them for me. Going to sleep. Between you. Do.
Heavenly waves. Tuning rings unfolding rounding rings. Tamarisk salt. Sounding rings
carrying bounding rings. Admirable fare. Raining rings waving. Old potato.
Her doing that we wouldn’t do now. Wouldn’t we do her doing that now. Do her doing
that now we wouldn’t. Doing that we wouldn’t do her now. We wouldn’t do her now doing
that. Wouldn’t now that we do her doing. Do her doing now that we wouldn’t.
Down and up and down up. Up and down tuning up rings down unfolding up rounding
down rings up and down up. Up and down and up and down and up down. Down and up

sounding down rings up carrying down bounding up rings down and up down. Down and
up and down and up and down up. Up and down raining up rings down waving up and
down up. Up and down and up.
You. That we wouldn’t do doing her now. Going to. Are you but where you were. Kiss us
for. For how could we promise. As we asked for. When he went away but. Trying to be.
To be the rest and better. Unless what. Now we wouldn’t do that doing her. You. We
wouldn’t do that doing her now. You. And you left saying you were me. Going to. They’re
back both of them. All we were. Let us explain that. Kiss us for. Knowing they never do
another. Unless what. Him with the hand up pleading. You. Her doing that now wouldn’t
we do. You. Going to. Trying to be. Okay me and our. For how could we promise. Stoppit
stoppit as we were before. Wouldn’t we do her now doing that. Now wouldn’t we doing
that do her. When they wrench her like that. Carry her out with whose. While that
academic rubbish. All we were. Unless what. You. You. Going to. Kiss us for. As we asked
for. When he went away but. Are you but where you were. Now that we wouldn’t do her
doing. You. Unless what. Trying to be. They’re back both of them. To be the rest and
better. Her doing that wouldn’t do now we. And you left saying you were me. Knowing
they never do another. Okay me and our. All we were. Going to. You. Now doing that we
wouldn’t do her. Him with the hand up pleading. For how could we promise. While that
academic rubbish. Kiss us for. Unless what. You. Going to. Trying to be. As we asked for.
Carry her out with whose. Stoppit stoppit as we were before. Doing her we wouldn’t do
that now. When they wrench her like that. When he went away but. Let us explain that.
All we were. Unless what. You.
Tuning rings unfolding rounding rings. Sounding rings carrying bounding rings. Raining
rings waving.
Put her back both of you. He exclaimed. When I wrench it like that. Stoppit stoppit as
you were before. You called as you sent the ring skimming across the space between
you. You with the hand up pleading. And he left saying I was him. A voice was heard. To

be the rest and better. Carry it out with your. She laughed as she leapt in the air one
finger stretched to intercept it. For how could you promise. Knowing I never do another.
Nodding I shifted position so as to widen the opening. To okay him and her. When you
went away but. Who spoke. As you asked for. While that academic rubbish. I began as
the ring landed. Kiss them for me. Let you explain that. You pointed out. Going to sleep.
All you were. He said arching himself as it sped away. Trying to be. Between you. Smiling
he pulled them down while she seemed to doze. Unless what. Do. She groaned.
Up and down and up down. Down and up down up down up down and up down. Down
and up and down and up and down up. Up and down up down up down up and down
up. Up and down and up and down and up down. Down and up down up down and up
down. Down and up and down.

Lanyard
hearts anchor
lanyard
anchor hearts
lanyard
hearts anchor
lanyard
anchor hearts
lanyard
hearts anchor
lanyard
anchor hearts
lanyard
hearts anchor.

The cataracts. As they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained
blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received oblations.
The revelations. Unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained blossom fountains of
waving delight and the receptive mentality that received oblations as they tumble down.
The samovar. Steams in whispers carrying contained blossom fountains of waving delight
and the receptive mentality that received oblations as they tumble down unfolding. The
temptation. In whispers carrying contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the
receptive mentality that received oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams. The
aqueduct. Carrying contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive
mentality that received oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers. The
envelope. Contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality
that received oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers carrying. The
tamarisk. Blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received
oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained. The
seventeen.

Fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received

oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained blossom.
The handkerchief. Of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received oblations
as they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained blossom fountains.
The heavenly. Delight and the receptive mentality that received oblations as they tumble
down unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained blossom fountains of waving. The
admirable. And the receptive mentality that received oblations as they tumble down
unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained blossom fountains of waving delight.
The potato. Mentality that received oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams in
whispers carrying contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive. The
charity. That received oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers
carrying contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality. The
twenty-two.

Oblations as they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers carrying

contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received.
The cataracts. As they tumble down unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained
blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received the twenty-

two oblations. The revelations. Unfolding steams in whispers carrying contained blossom
fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received the twenty-two
oblations the cataracts as they tumble down. The samovar. Steams in whispers carrying
contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received
the twenty-two oblations the cataracts as they tumble down the revelations unfolding.
The temptation. In whispers carrying contained blossom fountains of waving delight and
the receptive mentality that received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts as they
tumble down the revelations unfolding the samovar steams. The aqueduct. Carrying
contained blossom fountains of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received
the twenty-two oblations the cataracts as they tumble down the revelations unfolding the
samovar steams the temptation in whispers. The envelope. Contained blossom fountains
of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received the twenty-two oblations the
cataracts as they tumble down the revelations unfolding the samovar steams the
temptation in whispers the aqueduct carrying. The tamarisk. Blossom fountains of waving
delight and the receptive mentality that received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts
as they tumble down the revelations unfolding the samovar steams the temptation in
whispers the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained. The seventeen. Fountains of
waving delight and the receptive mentality that received the twenty-two oblations the
cataracts as they tumble down the revelations unfolding the samovar steams the
temptation in whispers the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained the tamarisk
blossom. The handkerchief. Of waving delight and the receptive mentality that received
the twenty-two oblations the cataracts as they tumble down the revelations unfolding the
samovar steams the temptation in whispers the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained
the tamarisk blossom the seventeen fountains. The heavenly. Delight and the receptive
mentality that received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts as they tumble down the
revelations unfolding the samovar steams the temptation in whispers the aqueduct
carrying the envelope contained the tamarisk blossom the seventeen fountains the
handkerchief of waving. The admirable. And the receptive mentality that received the
twenty-two oblations the cataracts as they tumble down the revelations unfolding the
samovar steams the temptation in whispers the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained

the tamarisk blossom the seventeen fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly
delight. The potato. Mentality that received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts as
they tumble down the revelations unfolding the samovar steams the temptation in
whispers the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained the tamarisk blossom the
seventeen fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the admirable and
the receptive. The charity. That received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts as they
tumble down the revelations unfolding the samovar steams the temptation in whispers
the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained the tamarisk blossom the seventeen
fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the admirable and the
receptive the potato mentality. The twenty-two. Oblations the cataracts as they tumble
down the revelations unfolding the samovar steams the temptation in whispers the
aqueduct carrying the envelope contained the tamarisk blossom the seventeen fountains
the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the admirable and the receptive the
potato mentality the charity that received. The cataracts. The revelations unfolding the
samovar steams the temptation in whispers the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained
the tamarisk blossom the seventeen fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly
delight the admirable and the receptive the potato mentality the charity that received the
twenty-two oblations. The revelations. The samovar steams the temptation in whispers
the aqueduct carrying the envelope contained the tamarisk blossom the seventeen
fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the admirable and the
receptive the potato mentality the charity that received the twenty-two oblations the
cataracts. The samovar. The temptation in whispers the aqueduct carrying the envelope
contained the tamarisk blossom the seventeen fountains the handkerchief of waving the
heavenly delight the admirable and the receptive the potato mentality the charity that
received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts the revelations. The temptation. The
aqueduct carrying the envelope contained the tamarisk blossom the seventeen fountains
the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the admirable and the receptive the
potato mentality the charity that received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts the
revelations the samovar. The aqueduct. The envelope contained the tamarisk blossom
the seventeen fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the admirable

and the receptive the potato mentality the charity that received the twenty-two oblations
the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation. The envelope. The tamarisk
blossom the seventeen fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the
admirable and the receptive the potato mentality the charity that received the twentytwo oblations the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct.
The tamarisk. The seventeen fountains the handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight
the admirable and the receptive the potato mentality the charity that received the twentytwo oblations the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the
envelope.

The seventeen.

The handkerchief of waving the heavenly delight the

admirable and the receptive the potato mentality the charity that received the twentytwo oblations the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the
envelope the tamarisk. The handkerchief. The heavenly delight the admirable and the
receptive the potato mentality the charity that received the twenty-two oblations the
cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the
tamarisk the seventeen. The heavenly. The admirable and the receptive the potato
mentality the charity that received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts the revelations
the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the
handkerchief. The admirable. The potato mentality the charity that received the twentytwo oblations the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the
envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly. The potato. The
charity that received the twenty-two oblations the cataracts the revelations the samovar
the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief
the heavenly the admirable. The charity. The twenty-two oblations the cataracts the
revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the
seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato. The twenty-two.
The cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the
tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the
charity.

Unfolding.

The revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the

envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the
potato the charity the twenty-two. Steams. The samovar the temptation the aqueduct

the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable
the potato the charity the twenty-two the cataracts. In whispers. The temptation the
aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the
admirable the potato the charity the twenty-two the cataracts the revelations. Carrying.
The aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly
the admirable the potato the charity the twenty-two the cataracts the revelations the
samovar. Contained. The envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the
heavenly the admirable the potato the charity the twenty-two the cataracts the
revelations the samovar the temptation. Blossom. The tamarisk the seventeen the
handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the charity the twenty-two the
cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct. Fountains. The
seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the charity the twentytwo the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope.
Of waving. The handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the charity the
twenty-two the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the
envelope the tamarisk. Delight. The heavenly the admirable the potato the charity the
twenty-two the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the
envelope the tamarisk the seventeen. And the receptive. The admirable the potato the
charity the twenty-two the cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the
aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief. Mentality. The
potato the charity the twenty-two the cataracts the revelations the samovar the
temptation the aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the
heavenly. That received. The charity the twenty-two the cataracts the revelations the
samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the
handkerchief the heavenly the admirable. Oblations. The twenty-two the cataracts the
revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the
seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato. As they tumble down.
The cataracts the revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the envelope the
tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the
charity. Unfolding. The revelations the samovar the temptation the aqueduct the

envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the
potato the charity oblations the twenty-two. Steams. The samovar the temptation the
aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the
admirable the potato the charity oblations the twenty-two as they tumble down the
cataracts. In whispers. The temptation the aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the
seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the charity oblations
the twenty-two as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the revelations. Carrying.
The aqueduct the envelope the tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly
the admirable the potato the charity oblations the twenty-two as they tumble down the
cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the samovar. Contained. The envelope the
tamarisk the seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the
charity oblations the twenty-two as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the
revelations steams the samovar in whispers the temptation. Blossom. The tamarisk the
seventeen the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the charity oblations
the twenty-two as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the
samovar in whispers the temptation carrying the aqueduct. Fountains. The seventeen
the handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the charity oblations the twentytwo as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the samovar in
whispers the temptation carrying the aqueduct contained the envelope. Of waving. The
handkerchief the heavenly the admirable the potato the charity oblations the twenty-two
as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the samovar in
whispers the temptation carrying the aqueduct contained the envelope blossom the
tamarisk. Delight. The heavenly the admirable the potato the charity oblations the
twenty-two as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the
samovar in whispers the temptation carrying the aqueduct contained the envelope
blossom the tamarisk fountains the seventeen. And the receptive. The admirable the
potato the charity oblations the twenty-two as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding
the revelations steams the samovar in whispers the temptation carrying the aqueduct
contained the envelope blossom the tamarisk fountains the seventeen of waving the
handkerchief. Mentality. The potato the charity oblations the twenty-two as they tumble

down the cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the samovar in whispers the
temptation carrying the aqueduct contained the envelope blossom the tamarisk fountains
the seventeen of waving the handkerchief delight the heavenly. That received. The
charity oblations the twenty-two as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the
revelations steams the samovar in whispers the temptation carrying the aqueduct
contained the envelope blossom the tamarisk fountains the seventeen of waving the
handkerchief delight the heavenly and the receptive the admirable. Oblations. The
twenty-two as they tumble down the cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the
samovar in whispers the temptation carrying the aqueduct contained the envelope
blossom the tamarisk fountains the seventeen of waving the handkerchief delight the
heavenly and the receptive the admirable mentality the potato. As they tumble down.
The cataracts unfolding the revelations steams the samovar in whispers the temptation
carrying the aqueduct contained the envelope blossom the tamarisk fountains the
seventeen of waving the handkerchief delight the heavenly and the receptive the
admirable mentality the potato that received the charity.

Rings your waving quietly needs.
As unfolding sounding.
Marigold. Is it. As the surface
floats under that hush.
As if marigold surfaces surface
as simply over the marigold.
Marigold over marigold marigold.
Under where
the marigold hush. Marigold
rings quietly rounding.
Hush. Marigold, Is the hush raining?

Hush. Quietly where rings, The rings we’re waving. As where. Under the hush that hush.
Is that hush we’re rounding over. Beside this. Surface raining floats the hush under. The
tuning of the rings. As over the. If one reflects under a like hush. Just unfolding beside
running under sounding along. Where the hush surfaces is as simple. As as. Is it. Under
a simple simply reflects and gently the sheet hush. Your sapling needs less rings. Hush
less rings. Under simple and gently hush. Rings your waving sapling quietly needs.
Raining. As unfolding running sounding. Is it. As the surface floats under that hush. The
hush as if surfaces surface is as simple over the. Over where. Under where the hush.
Where rings quietly as we’re rounding. Hush. Is the hush raining. Under along a like this.
Over along under beside. Sounding if one reflects rings. Just as. Of the simple the rings.
A sheet reflects the hush simply. When beside the hush this is like the tuning ever. Quietly
raining rings over the surface. Surfaces that hush. As if. Under reflects the hush. Under
the hush. We’re waving the sheet. Along this. Hush under the rings the surface. Simple
sounding rings. Hush ever quietly like where the hush is rings. Under the surface the
sheet reflects surfaces when the hush is like ever.

Where we were but what are we
are we what we were but where
but we were where what are we
we but are we what were where
we are what but where we were.
Were we we are what but where
but what were we where we are
but we are where what we were
where we were but what we are
we are where we were but what
but are we where we were what
we but we are what were where.
Where were what are we but we
are but what we where we were
what we were we are but where.
But are we where what we were
are we what but were we where
what where were we but we are.
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